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Day 1  

Quito - Atacames 

Day 2 

Muisne - Sua 

Day 3 

Atacames Water Park - Quito 

Full Itinerary and Trip’s Details 

 

Esmeraldas – 3 Days 2 Nights  
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Full Itinerary  

Introduction 

Discover the beautiful landscapes 

that the north coast of Ecuador 

has to offer. The adventure 

begins entering in the northwest 

of Quito, characterized by its 

variety of flora and fauna, where 

you visit Los Bancos and Puerto 

Quito. The first coastal 

destination is known as Rosa 

Zarate and it’s considered the 

second most populated city of 

Esmeraldas, in this site you can see the daily life of its inhabitants. In addition, you can take delight some famous 

towns, such as Atacames, Muisne, Sua and Las Palmas, which with their lovely beaches become ideal sites to spend 

time relaxing in their waters. 

Day 1: Quito – Atacames 

      

Your trip starts in the city of Quito, heading towards the coast. The beginning of the journey includes stops at tourist 

sites in the northwest of Quito, including Los Bancos and Puerto Quito, where you can feel the change of weather, 

flora and fauna, because the cloud forest is the gateway to the Ecuadorian coast. Next, you visit Rosa Zarate, also 

known as Quininde, where you closely see the daily life of its inhabitants. Upon get Atacames, the final destination of 

this day, you have lunch, and proceed check-in at your selected hotel. In addition, you have the free afternoon to 

enjoy with the beach scenery or hotel facilities. (Meals included: Lunch and dinner) 
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Day 2: Muisne - Sua 

             

In the morning, you will move to Muisne to spend the rest of the morning walking aroung the mangroves and enjoying 

its beautiful beaches. Next, Sua awaits you for continue enjoying your beach time and admire the sunset, prior going 

back to your accommodation site in Atacames. (Meals included: Breakfast, lunch and dinner) 

Day 3: Atacames Water Park 

                

 

In the morning, you will transfer to the Aquatic Park on this area, where you can enjoy a swimming pool complex. 

After lunch, you will prepare for your return trip to the city of Quito. Estimated arrival time: 20:00. (Meals included: 

Breakfast and lunch) 

 

*END OF OUR SERVICES*  
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It Includes 

Accommodation 

 Tourist class, accommodation in double rooms.  

Guide 

 Expert tour guide with certifications. 

Meals 

 Breakfast, lunch and dinner according to the description of the itinerary for each day. (A la carte dishes 

with values until $10)   

Transportation 

 Land tourist transportation, comfortable and private.  

Additional activities 

 Entrance fee to Water Park in Atacames. 

 

Not Includes 

Activities outside of the itinerary 

 Entrance fees for extreme sports and additional activities. 

Extra services  

 Meals and/or beverages not specified in the itinerary. 

 Additional city tours. 
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Important for considering: 

 Rates valid for the Year 2019, apply for holidays. 

 Children (0 to 1 year 11 months) do not pay, Children (2 to 11 years 11 months) pay 50%, seniors (over 65 

years) pay 75%. 

 To reserve the following information is necessary: copy of passport, email, food restrictions and allergies. 

 The 50% of the total tour value must be paid at the time of reservation, and 100% of the value 20 days 

before the start of the tour. 

 In case of cancellation, the penalty is 30% of the total value if it’s made 20 days before the start of the  

tour and 100% if it’s made 5 days before the tour. 

 Our tourist packages are adjustable to requirements of tourist.  

 If the payment is made with a credit card, you must pay an additional 10% to the total value, for the 

transaction made. 

 It is recommended to purchase travel insurance according to your needs. 

 In cases of force majeure and / or fortuitous event, the Operator reserves the right to make the 

respective modifications in the itinerary, trying to change as little as possible the travel proposal initi ally 

presented. Cases of force majeure are those unforeseen situations external to the nature of the tour, such 

as: natural disaster, adverse weather conditions, fires, floods, damages caused by landslides or 

earthquakes, pandemics or epidemics, popular demonstrations, road closures and / or factors of risk 

before which a state authority prohibits the entrance to a certain zone, etc.  
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